
Translations from original articles in Brazilian press 
 
CORREIO BRAZILIENSE: “Problematic backing” 
 
By Rosana Hessel 
Tuesday, March 18, 2014 
 
The opposition wants to call Dilma Rousseff’s advisors to explain, in the House of 
Deputies, the decision by the government to declare itself as an amicus curiae in the case 
moving in New York against Argentina from U.S. investment funds.  The subpoena for 
testimony will be made this week. 
 
The amicus curiae is a legal document where a person or institution declares an interest 
in a case where they are not a party.  In the dispute between the funds and Argentina, 
Brazil would file as a guarantor of the government of Cristina Kirchner, who is 
responding to an action over having defaulted on creditors.  Yesterday, Moody’s 
downgraded Argentina’s bonds, due to the drop in the country’s reserves. 
 
Brazil filed an intent on Friday before the Court of New York.  The measure was 
confirmed by the attorney for the Brazilian embassy in Washington in a letter, which 
Correio had access to, to fund representatives.  The measure could compromise the 
evaluation of Brazilian bonds by risk rating agencies.   “If it does this, the government 
will be asking for a downgrade before the elections,” said chief economist for MB 
Associados, Sergio Vale. 
 
On Friday, the interim Minister for Development (MDIC), Mauro Borges, and the 
advisor to the Presidency for International Affairs, Marco Aurelius Garcia, met with 
Argentine authorities in Buenos Aires.  Spokesmen for Marco Aurelio didn’t comment 
on the matter.  The press office of the MDIC denied that the backing had been discussed. 
 
 
JORNAL DO BRASIL:  
“Brazil could be a backer of Argentina’s debt” 
 
Guarantee would be given for debt with U.S. funds   
March 18, 2014 
 
Brazil could give backing to a debt of Argentina’s referring to bonds that were defaulted 
on in 2005 to investment funds in the United States.  In return, Argentina would end 
with some barriers in bilateral trade, removing barriers for Brazilian exporters, mainly 
in the car sector.  The information was published in Correio Braziliense last Saturday 
(15) stating that the agreement was signed by interim Development, Industry and 
Foreign Trade Minister Mauro Borges, and special adviser to the President of the 
Republic for International Affairs, Marco Aurélio Garcia. 
 
The article, written by reporter Rosana Hessel, reports that the backing from the 
Brazilian government will have to be filed before the Court in New York, where the 



process is in progress.  President Dilma Rousseff, according to the article, was indecisive 
in giving the guarantee by the fact that the Central Bank is against the measure, but the 
Finance Ministry, mainly Treasury Secretary Arno Augustin, are totally in favor. 
Argentina, according to the newspaper, owes US$2 billion to investment funds, and 
around US$4 billion to the Paris Club. 
 
The Brazilian decision, should it come together, could weigh upon the country’s risk 
rating from international agencies.  Since 2005, according to the article, Argentina has 
not had credit from the international financial system nor even from the International 
Monetary Fund (IMF).  Should the country want to get resources from bilateral 
organizations it will have to go through a heavy fiscal adjustment.  According to 
analysts, Argentina’s reserves could fall to around US$16 billion which would mean it 
would not be able to pay its internal debt.  Currently, the reserves are at US$28 billion. 
 
The operation could be looked at under the magnifying glass by the team at Standard 
and Poor’s which is in Brazil analyzing the government’s accounts to decide on the 
country’s risk rating.  The agency was the first to move the outlook on Brazil’s rating 
from stable to negative in June of last year. 
 
 
 
CORREIO BRASILIENSE:  
 
"Brazilian backing for Argentina" 
 
President Dilma must back decision by neighboring government to newly default on 
foreign investment funds 
 
Saturday, March 15, 2014 
 
By Rosana Hessel 
 
Not content with Brazil's problems, which are not few, the government of President 
Dilma Rousseff plans on entering into a controversy that could lead to the lowering of 
Brazil's credit rating by the Standard & Poors (S&P) agency.  Interim Minister of 
Development, Industry and Foreign Trade (MDIC), Mauro Borges, and special adviser 
to the President of the Republic for international affairs, Marco Aurelio Garcia, were in 
Buenos Aires yesterday to negotiate, among other things, if Dilma will grant through a 
so-called “amicus curiae” for Argentina, a Latin term for “friend of the court”, a kind of 
backing to a debtor together with its creditors.  The neighboring country is being 
pressed by American investment funds for payment on bonds referring to a defaultthat 
were issued in 2005. 
 
At the end of the conversation, according to sources close to the negotiators on both 
sides, it was decided that Brazil should file, even yesterday, the intention to file formal 
support to Argentine before the New York court where the lawsuit is in progress on the 
collection of funds.  The Argentines bargained hard for Brazil’s support.  In return, it 



was decided in the meeting of Mauro Borges and Marco Aurelio at the Casa Rosada that 
Argentina will ease some blocks to bilateral trade, removing barriers on the borders 
between the two countries and improve the automotive agreement.  According to the 
interlocutors, Dilma was indecisive about conceding the backing that was requested by 
President Cristina Kirchner, because the Central Bank is against it, but the Finance 
Ministry, mainly Secretary of National Treasury Arno Augustin, is in favor.  When 
asked, the Central Bank, the Finance Ministry and MDIC did not want to comment on 
the matter. 
 
Since 2005, Buenos Aires has not had credit on the market and will need a major fiscal 
adjustment if it wants to go back to asking for money from the International Monetary 
Fund (IMF), according to experts.  The expectation of the market is that, by December, 
the reserves in foreign currency will go down to between 16 and 17 billion dollars, not 
enough to pay the internal debt.  They are currently US$28 billion.  According to a 
market trader, the neighboring country owes US$2 billion to American funds and US$4 
billion to the Paris Club, composed of 19 developed countries, which usually bail out 
economies in financial trouble.  These are the debts that are at risk of a new default this 
year. 
 
Downgrade 
 
In the event that the Dilma government shows its support to its Mercosul partners 
would place Brazil on a very hot seat.  Especially because the market is attentive to the 
risk of a downgrade on country risk still this year.  Yesterday, the visit to the country 
came to an end for the executive team led by the head of the Ratings Department for 
Latin America from Standard & Poor’s, Lisa Schineller.  They were meeting in Brasilia 
with Minister Guido Mantega and the President of the Central Bank, Alexandre 
Tombini, and with technical staff of the economic team. 
 
The entity was the first to change its outlook on Brazil’s rating, from “stable” to 
“negative” in June 2013.   And the initial view that seemed positive was marred with the 
increase in concern over the “amicus curiae” question with Argentina.  That support 
certainly will weigh negatively on the re-evaluation of Brazil’s rating from S&P.  One 
source linked to the biggest international investment funds said that Brazil’s backing 
will place the country in the same group as countries with major risk of default. 
 


